Mobile Benefits Card: Contact info at your fingertips

Access benefits and Occupational Health contact info whenever, wherever you need it. Get phone numbers, policy numbers and links to websites related to:

- Health
- Retirement Savings
- Spending Accounts
- Occupational Health and Wellness
- Life, Disability and Leaves
- Other Benefits
- CM Benefits Specialists

Bookmark instructions

- From an Apple device:
  - At the bottom of the screen, click the icon with the arrow.
  - Then choose either “Add Bookmark” or “Add to Home Screen.”

- From an Android device:
  - Open the Internet browser on your phone and load http://childrensmercy.mybenefitwalletcard.com.
  - Click the menu key or “Settings” button on your phone (next to your home key).
  - Then select “Add bookmark” or “Add shortcut” for an icon on your home screen.